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QINGDAO EMPIRE-PROFESSIONAL LIVESTOCK SLAUGHTERING HOUSE & MEAT DEEP PROCESSING SOLUTIONS               

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
Machine Name Living Pig Dual-Side Stunning Machine 

Model QE-P102-II Origin China 

 

Max Capacity 2000-3000Pig Per Shift 
Design Principle  Electric Controlling Pneumatic Controlling  

Characteristic 

Which mainly used in middle size pig abattoir for living pig stunning, 

the machine uses saddle rail conveyor belt and the living pig 

conveying by saddle without pressure, this way good to avoid pig 

irritability, panic and other unfavorable factors before stunning, the 

more emotionally stable; using the photoelectric system hemp electric 

stun and stunning pneumatically operated, The pig will be automatic 

out put when finished stunning and continue working, this way have 

high improve production,  

Operation 
Instruction 

 The pig will be leading into machine through living pig 
entrance channel, and when living pig ride on machine 
conveying systems then switch on electric convey 
machine to suitable position for stunning 

 The photoelectric sensing systems will choose the best 
position for living pig stunning, when the pig arrived in best 
position for stunning that open solenoid valve and fixed living 
pig head without moving for stunning, when complete 
stunning switch on conveying systems output carcass to 
bleeding and killing conveyor for next step processing 

 The water spraying system will cleaning pig when output 
pig from stunning machine 

Maintain 
Instruction 

 The user must check all electric connection and pneumatic 
connection condition before and after work per shift  

 The user have to check the conveying rubber stick 
situation, and replace the broken rubber sticks ASAP 

 The user forbid adjustment any parts of machine about 
controlling systems like PLC and Pneumatic for safe 
guarantee, the technicians will adjustment everything in 
professional way 

Characteristic  High Production  Advance Technology  PLC Controlling   

Electrical  
Voltage (V) Frequency (HZ) Power(KW) 

380/220 50-60 2.2 

Consumption  
Water(L/H) Compressed Air(L/M) Steam(kg/h) 

500 0.6~0.8  

Out-Size And Weight 
L(mm) W(mm) H(mm) weight(kg) 
7810 1200 1660 About 800Kg 

Material Stainless Steel  Hot Galvanized Steel Rubber Stick 
Components PLC System Rubber Stick Mainly Frame Air Compressor 

Remark 
Cylinder Pressure Stunning Voltage Stunning Current Stunning Period 

0.6Mpa 70-110V 0.5-1.0A 2~10Seconds 


